
Features

Specifications

105 LBS. 47.7 KG

19” X 25” 48 CM X 63 CM

12.5 MPH 20 KPH

UP TO 24 MI UP TO 38 KM

It’s Your Time. Use It Wisely. 
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Wide Platform

LeanSteerTM

Gliding Lights

The wide base platform is optimized for rider comfort

Quick removal allows for easy storage and transport 
in almost any vehicle

Ensure your PT can be readily seen in low 
light conditions

Take back your most valuable asset…time. Hop on the i2 SE Personal 
Transporter (PT), increase productivity, save energy and have some fun. 

The i2 SE’s impressive speed, range and maneuverability will transform your 
travels. Moving throughout the warehouse floor will feel less like work and 
more like play. Commuting to work or class? The i2 SE zips you from where 
you are to where you want to be — no sweat!

Empower yourself to travel indoors, outside or just aboutanywhere. 
The compact design, zero turn radius and zero emissions will have you 
wondering how you ever managed without a PT. 

Weight

Footprint

Max Speed

Range*



*Actual range depends on riding style and terrain

The i2 SE is the ideal compromise 
between walking and driving, giving you 
more time to work, play, get things done 
or just enjoy yourself. Get to where you 
need or want to be by leveraging the 
i2 SE’s sleek design, speed, range and 
maneuverability. It’s personal 
efficiency redefined.

• Move up to 12.5 mph. Travel 3x 
faster and cover 9x more area 
than walking with the i2 SE. 

• Go from indoors to outside 
without ever stepping off your 
i2 SE – Easily get to where you 
need or want to be.

• Your work day is more 
productive, your off day  
is more fun.

SEGWAY i2 SE PERSONAL TR ANSPORTER

If You Can Walk, 
You Can Glide
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